Walk In Wheels
For people who have prior experience using pottery wheels we
are now offering open wheel time. We are starting this offering
on a trial; pricing, availability, and details may change.
Availability
During available hours our pottery
Available Wheel Time:
wheels can be used as long as there are
no classes, parties, or other events using
MON: CLOSED
the wheels. Most classes will be posted
TUES-FRI: 10-7PM
online, but you can always call to
SAT: CLOSED
double check that wheels will be
SUN: 10-3PM
available. This open wheel time will be
ONLY for individuals with prior
experience, we will not be able to offer instruction or any help
to those using the wheels.
If you want to try the wheels, but don’t feel confident in your
ability you can sign up for a wheel throwing workshop or a
private class.
Pricing
Clay will be sold by weight in 1.5lb increments. When you are
finished with a piece it will be weighed and there will be a fee
for firing/glazing (optional).
Low Fire Clay (Cone 06)
➔ Clay $4/pound
➔ Finished Piece - Fire ONLY $4/pound
➔ Finished Piece - Fire, Glaze, Fire $8/pound

High Fire Clay (Cone 6)
➔ Clay $6/pound
➔ Finished Piece - Fire ONLY
$6/pound
➔ Finished Piece - Fire,
Glaze, Fire $10/pound

Example: Starting with a 1.5lb piece of
low fire clay (cost $6). Creating
something similar in size to a cereal
bowl. When finished it was measured
and weighed 1.25lb, to fire this piece,
glaze, and fire again, it would be an
additional $10. Total project cost
would be $16 + tax.

Cleaning & Trimming
Clean up will be your responsibility. You will have to be
finished with your project, and done with clean up by the
stated available wheel times. There will be a $25 cleaning fee if
the wheels and tools are not cleaned up properly.
Projects must be removed from the bat and properly labeled.
You will pay for your project costs before leaving and fill out a
project form. If you are interested in trimming your bowl you
must return within 3 days from when you created your project.
We will not offer trimming.
Firing & Glazing
Firing for clay projects will be completed about every 2-3
weeks. We will notify you that your project is fired and ready to
be picked up/glazed. Once glazed low fire projects are fired in
about 1 week, high fire is a slower turn around (about 3 weeks).
We will only hold projects for 60 days, after this time projects
will be discarded.

